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HIGHLIGHTS

• Concerns positive public health impacts of urban nature’s cultural ecosystem services (CES).
• Discusses global development trends’ implications for the provision and demand of CES.
• Discusses current research and key research questions for a new research agenda.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

Abstract

Urbanization is a global trend, and consequently the quality of urban environments is increasingly important for human health and wellbeing. Urban life-style is typically associated with low physical activity and sometimes with high mental stress, both contributing to an increasing burden of diseases. Nature-based solutions that make effective use of ecosystem services, particularly of cultural ecosystem services (CES), can provide vital building blocks to address these challenges. This paper argues that, the salutogenic, i.e. health-promoting effects
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of CES have so far not been adequately recognized and deserve more explicit attention in order to enhance decision making around health and wellbeing in urban areas. However, a number of research challenges will need to be addressed to reveal the mechanisms, which underpin delivery of urban CES. These include: causal chains of supply and demand, equity, and equality of public health benefits promoted. Methodological challenges in quantifying these are discussed. The paper is highly relevant for policy makers within and beyond Europe, and also serves as a review for current researchers and as a roadmap to future short- and long-term research opportunities.
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1. Introduction

Modern societies face many challenges in their efforts to pursue sustainability under economic stress, demographic and social pressures, political instability and conflict, as well as global environmental change. Urban environments are beneficial to human health and wellbeing in that they provide improved economic possibilities and better access to health care. At the same time, the quality of environment may be low in urban areas, and urban life-style is associated with low physical activity and possibly increased levels of mental stress as well as non-communicable chronic diseases. Likewise, changing and potentially fast increasing burdens on human and non-human health from infectious and other communicable diseases, including emerging diseases, zoonoses, and pandemic outbreaks, are closely associated with urban environments in Europe as well as in other continents (Degeling et al., 2015; Sikkema and Koopmans, 2016). Nature-based solutions (NBS) that make effective and efficient use of ecosystem services (ES), can provide vital building blocks to address health related challenges, such as improving health equity and maintaining social cohesion.

This paper aims to examine the provision of health and well-being through CES as a scientific and policy and planning issue. Our findings relate to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (United Nations, 2015), especially “Good Health and Well-Being” (the 3rd goal) and “Reduced Inequality” (the 10th goal). Furthermore, the arguments developed in the paper also fit well within the discussion on new health concepts, including EcoHealth (Charron, 2012; Wilcox et al., 2004), ecological public health (Lang and Rayner, 2012), planetary health (Whitmee et al., 2015), and One Health (Gibbs, 2014; Wallace et al., 2015; Keith et al., 2016) which is a further development of One Medicine. Although these health concepts differ in detail, they share a common focus on integrating and emphasizing the links between ecosystems, domestic and wild animals and other non-human organisms, and human health. Although this paper uses Europe as an example, most of the synthesis of current literature and discussions of future research challenges are applicable to cities and countries in general.

Until now, the focus of studies on urban ES has been mainly on provisioning and regulating services, such as food production, air quality improvement, heat stress amelioration, and water management. However, the salutogenic, i.e. health-promoting effects of cultural ecosystem services (CES) should not be overlooked and deserve more explicit attention (see e.g., Andersson et al., 2015). CES differ from the other categories of ES in that they are primarily the non-material outputs of ecosystems, for example, providing opportunities for recreation, physical activity, socializing, restoring capacities. Unfortunately, such outputs are more difficult to observe, measure, and value (Milcu et al., 2013). Despite the challenges in quantifying CES, these services remain of considerable importance (TEEB, 2016).

The salutogenic orientation is also relevant as a complement to the traditional risk factor based approach to health. It emphasizes health as a positive entity, a dynamic process of development, a multifaceted psychosomatic condition of the whole individual, and a social phenomenon (Antonovsky, 1996)2.

This paper will focus on final ecosystem services (ES), which are the services that most directly affect human well-being, irrespective of whether the ecosystems generating these final ES are natural, semi-natural, or artificial (Haines-Young and Potschin, 2013). In addition, we focus on primary services, i.e. services with a direct (spatial) link to an ecosystem. That is to say that, for instance, creating a painting from directly experiencing the ecosystem is included in the scope of our paper, but activities such as watching nature documentaries or viewing artistic expressions inspired by nature are for the most part excluded. The former activities can be beneficial to health, as suggested also by the biophilia hypothesis (see e.g. Kellert and Wilson, 1993). The latter activities do not have a direct, physical, or spatial link with the service-providing ecosystem. Primary final CES can only be

2 See also the definition used by WHO.
consumed in the ecosystem on the location, i.e. people have to come into contact with the ecosystem to enjoy the service. They may deliberately visit the ecosystem, e.g. an urban park, for the health benefit, visit the ecosystem for another reason but enjoy the benefit nevertheless, or even come into contact with the ecosystem without purposely visiting it. The last scenario also implies that people may not always be aware of the benefits they gain from coming into contact with nature.

Instead of focusing on curing diseases and disorders once they have occurred, this paper focuses on the prevention of their emergence in residential areas, especially in (peri-)urban areas. This is in line with the salutogenic approach to health and with evaluations of the importance of prevention and other upstream interventions in health promotion (Andermann et al., 2016). It should however be noted that health promotion in residential settings overlaps with that in occupational environments, in transport, and in non-residential leisure also within public health. While prevention is considered preferable over cure, preventive effects of CES may be harder to establish, especially when it comes to mental health due to the more complex nature of causal origins and pathways of mental illnesses. This is because the health conditions are non-specific and multi-attribute as well as multi-factorial, and the causal links between them and the contributing factors and mechanisms and the outcomes are complex. At the same time, mental disorders are increasingly adding to the burden of disease in both the developed and the developing parts of the world, in both adults and children. For example, according to the WHO, depression is a leading cause of disability worldwide, and is a major contributor to the overall burden of disease (WHO, 2015). There are indications that CES are especially relevant for mental health (Van den Berg et al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 2015). Clinical research has increasingly identified links between mental and physiological health also on a physiological and biochemical level (see e.g. Carney et al., 2005), in the way links have been traditionally established between some aspects of somatic health and of engagement with the environment. Notably, as a type of CES, facilitation of physical activities and exercises are beneficial also to somatic health (see e.g. Tzoulas et al., 2007). Taken together, this suggests that CES have the potential to benefit human health in many ways.

However, despite such information from research on the potential importance of CES for human health, essential gaps remain in knowledge and in activities that may fill these gaps. Gaps are related to CESs, to health, to their links, and to their social contexts. These gaps hamper operationalization of core concepts. Gaps are identifiable in both somatic and mental health and on individual and collective levels. There is thus a clear need to analyse and to evaluate them more systematically and in more detail, and to identify opportunities in the generation and use of knowledge in all intervention stages and areas.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After the Introduction, a section addresses development trends and the consequent implications for the provision and demand of CES. The next section describes the functional relationship between CES and the health and well-being of citizens. The following section briefly discusses current research and identifies key research questions on CES and health in (peri-)urban contexts. A section on methodological challenges and research opportunities follows before conclusions are drawn.

3 For example, because urban nature functions as refugia for birds and other wildlife, a visitor to urban nature can potentially psychologically benefit from observing birds and other wildlife.

4 CES have been associated with both preventative and remedial effects on diseases and health risks. The mechanisms by which CES lead to beneficial preventive health effects may be the same as those that are beneficial with regard to cure and care. However, the field of application differs.

5 We note that the relevance of distinguishing between prevention and cure is becoming less important. Increasing numbers of people live long while having a chronic disease. They benefit in coping with their disease from living in a salutogenic ecosystem.

2. Development trends and their implications for the provision and demand of CES

2.1. Global environmental trends

Global environmental trends have implications at regional, national, and local levels, for (peri-)urban as well as rural areas. These trends include climate change (long term changes; extreme weather events), with associated changes in hydrological systems (floods, sea level rise), degradation of ecosystems (degradation of land, biodiversity loss, invasions of non-native species), decreasing air, water, and soil quality in many growing cities, and increased competition for use of resources (land, water, energy, food, raw materials) (World Resources Institute, 2014). These environmental changes and processes interact in complex ways with demographic changes (e.g. population growth and ageing), socioeconomic changes (e.g. in wealth distribution and the widening gap between rich and poor; polarization of population groups; redistribution of jobs; changes in consumption patterns), social changes (e.g. smaller household sizes; migration and urbanization patterns) and political changes. All of these affect local environmental quality. These trends and their interaction must be acknowledged when examining the links between health, wellbeing and CES, and must also be considered by policy makers who plan and make decisions regarding (peri-)urban environments.

2.2. Urbanization trends

Europe is among the world’s most urbanized regions, with approximately 73% of Europeans living in urban areas, a figure that is expected to increase to 80% in 2050 (United Nations, 2014). In recent decades, urbanization has taken the form of spatial expansion and densification as well as population growth, making daily access to green space less common (Haaland and van den Bosch, 2015). Ongoing urbanization processes, socio-demographic changes and changes in consumption patterns together with global environmental change put increasing pressures on environmental and human resources, ecosystems, and their services. On the other hand, cities are therefore increasingly also engines of development, and can provide resources, services and benefits. Improving or even maintaining environmental quality for health purposes thus calls for innovative solutions that tackle simultaneously the economic, social, and environmental challenges in cities and utilize their potentials while promoting specifically the well-being of increasingly diverse urban populations. Only in this way can European cities be attractive, inclusive, and sustainable for all in the future (European Commission, 2015). Moreover, because of the extensive impacts of urbanization and the connectedness of urban and rural areas, many solutions need to address them jointly.

Recently, the financial crisis has placed more pressure on urban areas giving rise to socio-spatial divides and rising socio-economic inequalities. Such inequalities often go together with unequal access to environmental resources and to environmental amenities, and with unequal distribution of and exposure to environmental risks and hazards (Bertrand et al, 2015). For example, greening strategies in poorer districts may lead to “eco-gentrification” processes, which cause expulsion of those residents who cannot afford rising costs and rents (Checker, 2011). Thus greening policies are not always socially inclusive. Low-income groups need particular attention, as do those who have a lower capacity to cope with risks and hazards, e.g. because of weak social support networks due to out-migration and ageing (Kühlke et al., 2012). Ethnic diversity and divisions further complicate these trends.

2.3. Social trends

Urban environmental inequity is influenced by several social trends. These include intensifying migration, in-/exclusion of specific age
groups, and social and ethnic segregation. Differences in health statuses appear to correlate with, on the one hand, level of income, education and social capital, and on the other hand, degrees of vulnerability, levels of exposure to environmental risks and hazards, levels of access to environmental resources and amenities, and access to decision-making processes.

Over recent decades, social inequality decreased in many European countries and regions (OECD, 2017). However, since the financial crisis in 2008, Europe’s regions have seen growing disparities of social and economic development. Between 2008 and 2012, unemployment increased in four out of five regions in the EU, often most significantly in urban areas. The growth of regional disparities raises concerns of breaking a pattern of long-term convergence. In some regions, the highest unemployment rates are now found in cities, and the number of people at the risk of poverty has increased. While there are improvements in some European cities, many cities still face increases in segregation and polarization patterns (European Commission, 2014a).

Socio-economic status is potentially correlated to access to green areas and inversely correlated to air pollution and environmental noise exposure as demonstrated in a number of studies (Astell-Burt et al., 2014; Hajat et al., 2015). Low-income groups are less likely to have access to green space of high quality, and in that way benefit less from the health gains of contact with nature, whereas at the same time they seem to profit more from such access than their more wealthy counterparts (see e.g. Mitchell and Popham, 2008). In an urban context, such environmental inequalities tend to reveal patterns of socio-spatial disconnectedness and segregation with location-based differences in access to e.g. parks, green cycle routes, and other green/blue infrastructures, different degrees of car dependence due to path dependent habits, distant housing, and proximity to noise, pollution, and waste sites (Marmot et al., 2010; Jensen, 2013).

In this respect, it is also important to notice that the European population is ageing. In 2014, persons aged 65 or over accounted for 18.5% of the population of the EU-28. Population projections indicate that the EU-28 population will continue to age, with the age category of 65+ having a projected share of 28.7% in 2080 (Eurostat, 2016). Europeans are also getting overweight at an alarming rate. Increasing prevalence of obesity, even among children, is further reflected in e.g. increased incidence of diabetes (Branca et al., 2007). Physical inactivity, a major determinant of obesity, is typical of present-day urban lifestyles, and an established risk factor for diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. Social isolation is another factor associated with urban living and a risk factor for mental disorders such as depression (Hidaka, 2012; Lambert et al., 2015), which is increasingly contributing to the European burden of disease. Both more physical activity and less isolation are prompted by easy and safe access to greenspaces in cities. Shifts in immigration flows are yet another trend, with people with a very different cultural background entering the European Union. Specifically regarding CES, such new groups may have different needs, cultural practices, and expectations, e.g., of recreation opportunities, landscapes that are considered attractive.

### 2.4. Political and policy trends in Europe

In this subsection, we use Europe as an example to illustrate the political and policy trends of provisioning and management of CES, as well as challenges. Developments in European policy, especially post-financial crisis, seek to balance economic growth objectives with social and ecological sustainability concerns. Since 1997, sustainable development has been stated as a key objective of European policy. Europe’s 2020 growth strategy seeks to deliver smart, sustainable, and inclusive growth. It explicitly addresses the need to reduce health inequalities as a precondition to inclusive growth (European Commission, 2010).

Examples of developments in various policy fields relevant to public health and urban environmental quality and equity are described in Table 1. It can be seen that environmental health is relevant and is addressed in several fields, besides environmental and health policy (Assmuth and Lyytimäki, 2015). In terms of topics, these fields range from established sectors to challenge-based fields (such as disaster policy), and in terms of types of instruments from general policies to specific initiatives and programs (such as Horizon 2020 (European Commission, 2016)).

Decision-makers in Europe increasingly address the need for public participation and democratic legitimacy for policy and planning processes. This general strive is coupled in the environmental and natural resource area with legal backing through the “greening” of human rights (Boyle, 2012), and the emphasis on procedural environmental rights related to especially transparency and participation of citizens in decision making and planning processes, which was manifested in the 1998 Aarhus Convention (UNECE, 1998). Simultaneously, as part of a conscious development to multi-actor governance, the roles of the public and the private (and the third) sectors have been blurred. These changes in governance may also raise concerns related to deregulation and privatization of ecosystems, which may have consequences for environmental equity through the accompanying privatization of public services (e.g. health care) and public assets, and the reduced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Relevant policies, strategies and regulatory instruments of the EU with regard to ecosystem services and human health and welfare.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fields of regulation and policy</strong></td>
<td><strong>Instruments, milestones, and initiatives</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Unified regional and urban policy since 2012 (European Commission, 2014b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment/sustainability</td>
<td>2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (United Nations, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature and biodiversity</td>
<td>Communication on Green Infrastructure and Natural Capital 2013 (European Commission, 2013a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate/energy</td>
<td>EU Adaptation Strategy (European Commission, 2013c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>European Environment and Health Process, Environmental Health Strategy (European Commission, 2004; WHO, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional development</td>
<td>WHO Europe Parma Declaration (WHO, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community-led local development (CLLD) (European Commission, 2014b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>The Transport Health and Environment Pan-European Program (WHO, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disasters</td>
<td>EU Green Paper on Insurance of Natural and Man-made Disasters 2013 (European Commission, 2013b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and innovation</td>
<td>Horizon 2020 (European Commission, 2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
capacities and coordination of public planning and regulation of environmental issues (Sze and London, 2008).

3. Functional relationships between CES and the health and well-being of human societies

Based on the conceptual framework of Hartig et al. (2014), we illustrate the functional relationship between (peri-)urban natural environment’s CES and human health and well-being in Fig. 1. The idea that ecosystems contribute to human well-being, including health, is intuitively easy to accept and is in many ways self-evident. At the same time, the precise mechanisms by which they do so, and the scale (individual, community, or society) at which they do so are far from fully understood (Kabisch et al., 2015). Fig. 1 partially illustrates such complexity and inter-relation between different types of activities and health benefits. In addition, the size of the health and welfare benefits generated by different ecosystems, and the different health and welfare services they provide, is not well-known. Moreover, the interplay between environment-related health and welfare factors and other factors, such as genetic, lifestyle, social, and technological factors of health is complex, under researched, and poorly understood. Hence, so far few proven causal connections and feedback loops between health, (peri-)urban dynamics, and environmental policies (from local to European level) affecting ES at different spatial levels have been made. This is especially true when it comes to CES (Daniel et al., 2012). Moreover, contact with “ordinary” urban nature outside the realm of (nature-based) recreation and aesthetic appreciation is not even mentioned in governmental legislation. For example, it is not mentioned in the Common International Classification of Ecosystem Services (CICES 4.3), published by the European Environmental Agency.

To date, there is a substantial amount of epidemiological research showing that easy access to nature, i.e. having nature close to home, is associated with better health, ranging from better self-reported health to lower morbidity and mortality (Hartig et al., 2014; James et al., 2015; Gascon et al., 2016; van den Bosch and Sang, 2017; Shanahan et al., 2015a; Twohig-Bennett and Jones, 2018; Martens and Nawrot, 2018; Fong et al., 2018). Typically, this research is cross-sectional in nature, i.e. based on observational studies that involve the analysis of data collected from a population, or a representative subset, at one specific point in time. Cross-sectional analysis does not allow strong conclusions regarding the causality of these associations, even though experimental studies have shown that such contacts have at least short-term positive effects on mood, stress level, and cognitive capacities (Hartig et al., 2014; Berto, 2014). On the other hand, inadequate adjustment for confounders in observational studies may lead to too high or low estimates of the health benefits of CES. With lacking specific knowledge of the mechanisms of contribution to health, the risk of misattributing benefits increases. Consequently, an identified health benefit may in fact be due more to other mechanisms and factors. Furthermore, in such epidemiological studies the provision of cultural services is usually defined in crude and general terms. Most studies focus on access to green space, using different operational definitions of green space, as well as maximum distance and minimum surface requirements (Ekkel and de Vries, 2017). It is still unclear by what mechanism which health benefits are generated and for whom, i.e. adaptability of specific urban population groups. On the other hand, specific short-term effects such as stress relief and lower blood pressure from contact with nature (Bowler et al., 2010; Tyrvänien et al., 2014) are difficult to translate to more long-term health outcomes. Hartig et al. (2014) make a plea for longitudinal studies, e.g. cohort studies, to better identify causality in these relationships.

As a consequence, there is a lack of research about which types of nature, or (peri-)urban green infrastructures, are most conducive to improve health and well-being. The indicators, such as distance to nearest public green space or the percentage of green land uses within the residential area, used in studies thus far may be defined too narrowly, neglecting relevant parts of the green infrastructure, or too broadly, including irrelevant components. Likewise, health outcomes may be defined too narrowly, too broadly, or ambiguously. Both types

**Fig. 1.** Functional relationships between (peri-)urban natural environment’s cultural ecosystem services and human health. Modified from and based on Hartig et al. (2014).
of conceptualisations imply that these studies may have underestimated the strength of the association between the provision of CES and health, and thus may have incorrectly estimated benefits, or both (e.g., depending on the population group in question). On the other hand, it is equally important that studies may overestimate the strength of association; mal-estimation can thus involve overrating or underestimating of benefits (sometimes both, e.g. regarding various types of benefits and some population groups). While interventions need to be made in short term perspective with the limited information available, a more robust understanding of the mechanisms and outcomes is desirable and needed in order to design and implement policies and interventions with increased effectiveness.

Besides the type of ecosystem, other (perceptions of) characteristics of the areas where people live (natural and other) are likely to be relevant for potential health benefits. For example, if the proposed mechanism is that the ecosystem provides attractive opportunities for physically active forms of outdoor sports and recreation, then certain areas may be more suitable than others. Access, facilities, and amenities present in the area will also be important. Moreover, suitability will depend on the type of activity that the target group likes to perform, and may differ by age group, gender, family, and socioeconomic status, or cultural background. Characteristics that may be relevant are, among others, the (perceived) biodiversity or naturalness of the area, its aesthetic qualities, physical activity and meeting opportunities, security and experienced safety, level of maintenance, integration in the surrounding urban environment, accessibility (physical as well as regulative), and the peace and quiet that the area offers (de Vries, 2010; Hartig et al., 2014). Besides more detailed data on and theoretical understanding of the characteristics of the ecosystem, also better information on the actual exposure to or use of the ecosystem service may help to establish the plausibility of the observed associations being causal in nature. As mentioned in the introduction, many CES require contact with the ecosystem for its services to be enjoyed. To the extent that the association between the provision or supply of ES and health can be shown to be mediated by actual contact with or visit of the ecosystem, a causal interpretation becomes more plausible. Finally, studies aimed at investigating the health benefits of green areas need to account for confounding factors, such as socio-economic status, gender, age, and ethnicity.

4. Current research and key topical research questions for a new research agenda

4.1. Mechanisms and outcomes: How does the use of CES affect health and well-being?

Although the biophilia hypothesis has been affirmed in many empirical studies, the causal mechanisms are not yet clear (Sandifer et al., 2015); they also cannot be, as they vary depending on the object of attention or affection (e.g., animals; plants; nature as a whole) and on the form or level of biophilia – neurological, behavioural, cultural, aesthetic, ethical. Though different facets, these are not mutually exclusive. For example, attention to nature is on some level evolutionarily hard-wired in our genes and brains as a necessity, but also depends on upbringing and education (Thompson et al., 2008). Thus, it is challenging even to define biophilia; let alone measure it as a health factor. The question of the causality of observed relationships is in any case closely related to that of the operating mechanisms, like with other types of health determinants and etiological inference.

In cross-sectional studies, it is important to exclude alternative explanations as much as possible (Markeyvych et al., 2017). In many studies, attention has been paid to socioeconomic status, since this is related to access to nature on the one hand and to health on the other. The levels of urbanity or population density at various scales are other relevant characteristics, as are the cultural and demographic heterogeneity of the population and the characteristics of urban design in areas of little/high use. Both a high population density and differences in life styles may contribute to social conflicts, resulting in lower residential satisfaction and higher stress levels. On the other hand, population density is strongly inversely related to access to nature and positively related to air pollution and noise exposure. Moreover, the effectiveness of visits to green space lowering stress may depend on how intensively the green area is used. This begs the question whether it is access to green space in general or access to private or quiet peaceful green space that is most relevant. This feeds back into the question of the best indicators for the provision of CES: is it the absolute amount of green space, or perhaps the amount and quality, including accessibility, of green space per capita that matters most? Answers to such questions have important practical implications. Furthermore, specification of the metrics of both the contact with nature as well as the health outcomes is important, as far as proof of effectiveness is desired.

Another issue is the question of the extent and diversity of the health benefits that result from making use of CES. Obviously, the net benefit of ES depends on the magnitude of their effects on specific health outcomes, and the number of outcomes affected by the use of the services. As mentioned in the introduction, one of the reasons to introduce the concept of ES was to make the benefits that people and society derive from ecosystems more clear, conceptualized, visible, and, if possible, also measurable, in terms of monetary or non-monetary value. Until now, this has proven to be quite difficult to do in a robust way, partly because of the multiplicity of values and the often indirect ways they are accured. This depends also on the answers to the previous questions regarding causality and effective components of the green infrastructure. However, an exploratory study by KPMG (2012) showed that when it comes to mental health, the economic benefits will not be primarily in terms of the reduced costs of health care consumption, but in terms of reduced cost for sick leave and increased economic productivity (through work).

Who are the beneficiaries? This is another key policy question, related to the type and scale of benefits. For instance, while some health benefits of nature-based interventions may not be sizeable or even measurable in the general population, they may be very important for particular groups such as infants or elderly, or those already disadvantaged (e.g. poor people, the obese, or the chronically ill). A related key question is over what period of time beneficiaries are factored in – if over many generations, it may radically alter benefit calculations especially in the case of lagged benefits and other non-linear long-term effects from nature, e.g., those subject to a threshold. Inter-generational distribution of benefits (and of costs and burdens) is relevant too. However, the discount rate of nature, particularly cultural assets, and health, are difficult to specify.

As already mentioned, there are indications that CES are especially relevant for mental health (Van den Berg et al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 2015) and social networks and cohesion (Weinstein et al., 2015). Some studies have also linked access to or use of green space to improved physical health such as lower risk of cardiovascular diseases and diabetes (Richardson et al., 2013; Tamoumi et al., 2014). This could be explained by increased physical activity due to the vicinity of green space, providing urban spaces designed for e.g. running, cycling, and ball games, which may interact with other relevant mechanisms. For example, improved mental health may be reflected in physical health: clinical research has identified many links between mental and physical health on a physiological and biochemical level (see e.g. Carney et al., 2005; Thurston et al., 2013).

Once it becomes clear which components of the (peri-)urban green infrastructure are relevant for which mechanism, it will be possible to look for potential synergies between different mechanisms and to identify to what extent the same components play a positive role in these different mechanisms. If the mechanisms interfere (conflict or compete) with each other, trade-offs can be made based on which mechanism or outcome is considered more beneficial. In local and regional applications of nature-based functions of the green infrastructure,
other factors than those directly related to health will come into play, e.g., providing regulating ES through water management (climate adaptation). Such co-benefits of nature protection and care are potentially key to interventions and are emphasized e.g. by the EC, but can be hard to assess and thus prone to over- as well as underestimation. Consequently, it will be important to clarify possible synergies and trade-offs with such other functions. In addition, the costs of developing, altering, and maintaining the green infrastructure are relevant for performing social cost-benefit analyses in this context. Without taking the multi-functionality of the green infrastructure into account, its costs may easily outweigh isolated benefits. This multi-functionality is a presumed advantage of NBS (Eggermont et al., 2015). However, it is important to assess it in an adequate way. Especially for CES, instruments that have been developed are limited to recreational ecosystem services mainly (Schägner et al., 2018; Hermes et al., 2018), and therefore the knowledge and instruments needed for assessment are still largely lacking.

In order to deepen the understanding of the contributions of CES to public health, we suggest addressing the following general questions:

- Which types of CES are best suited to generate which types of health benefit, and for whom? Or, starting from health benefits, what is needed by whom and which CES may be of use?
- What are the underlying psychological, social, physiological and molecular mechanisms involved in generating these health benefits for this population segment?
- What type of green infrastructure and spaces, with which characteristics, will provide the required CES in an optimal way to that population segment? For example, in terms of spatial structure, accessibility, size of area, type of vegetation or ecological community, amenities, maintenance?
- Can we attach a monetary or non-monetary value to those benefits? Can they be valued, and how and with what limitations and caveats?
- To what extent do synergies rather than trade-offs exist when combining different ecosystem services within a single ecosystem or green infrastructure, specifically with regard to health benefits generated (possibly also for different population segments)?
- To what extent do synergies rather than trade-offs exist when combining health-producing ES with other ES, i.e. services not directly aimed at improving health and well-being within the same ecosystem or green infrastructure including key ES for health such as food produced elsewhere)?
- What are the relationships between the functions of urban green structures and other structures, notably ‘grey’ infrastructures (e.g., for water, air and solids management, energy consumption, mobility and communication) in promoting health?
- What are the interactions of health care and social support systems with nature protection and management (including e.g. urban gardening), specifically in providing cultural services for health and well-being?

4.2. Mapping and modelling of CES: Supply, demand and use

Besides increasing knowledge on which types of ecosystems provide which particular CES and how important these are with regard to public health (see e.g. Oosterbroek et al., 2016), spatially explicit knowledge on the supply of such CES is relevant. Paradoxically that, users or “consumers” usually have to establish physical contact with one or several ecosystems to enjoy this type of service, making the spatial distribution of the demand or need for these services also relevant (Bagstad et al., 2014). Combined supply and demand information together offers inputs for maps and models predicting local use and deficits of available services. Data on actual use give even more accurate information on the extent to which the potential benefits are realized, and usually also on what this depends on. The relevance of taking demand explicitly into account was acknowledged by Paracchini et al. (2014). Their study was part of a larger effort to set up tools and methods for the spatially explicit evaluation of ES in support of the Biodiversity Strategy 2020, the MAES project: Mapping and Assessment of Ecosystems and their Services. The study focuses on outdoor recreation as an important CES at the European scale.

Quite different assumptions, for example regarding the size of buffer of ecosystem that affects health, have been made in studies. Paracchini et al. (2014) make a distinction between close-to-home trips (maximum 8 km distance) and day trips (maximum 80 km distance). In the literature on nearby nature and health, distances tend to be (much) smaller: 3 km is already considered a large distance and distances of 500 m or less are common, in particular in urban areas where cycling and walking are valued and integrated in urban mobility. Another issue is the minimum size of areas to be included. Annerstedt van den Bosch et al. (2015) suggest an accessibility indicator based on having at least 1 ha within 300 m as a criterion. However, even smaller natural elements such as street trees and pocket parks have been suggested to provide benefits (Taylor et al., 2015). A third issue is that in the nature and health literature also contact without a recreational motive is considered relevant (Hartig et al., 2014). Recreational visits are only one of many ways people encounter nature, and e.g. cycle tracks passing through green spaces promote urban cycle practices (Jensen, 2013). Furthermore, until now environmental indicators for CES have primarily focused on access to green space. Recently studies begin to show that access to blue space (fresh and salt water surfaces) is also of importance for human health and well-being (Foley and Kistemann, 2015). Finally, access is not defined only by distance (and route and means of transport), but involves obstacles such as fencing, social or legal hindrances and support, and the ability of people to enter the ecosystem, especially among some groups such as children and the elderly (Laatikainen et al., 2015, 2017; Assmuth et al., 2017).

To improve the modelling and mapping of the demand for and supply and actual use of CES relevant with regard to public health, we suggest that:

- Ecosystems are mapped according to their suitability to provide a specific set of CES (defining the potential service). This mapping will aid policy makers, planners, and researchers in decision making, planning, and scientific activities.
- The demand for specific CES is mapped, including specific demands regarding the way the service is best provided.
- Differences in access to CES between population segments are mapped, especially with regard to socioeconomic status, ethnicity and/or cultural background.
- Actual use (the service realized) is modelled (and mapped), bearing in mind that a) use may be based on the set of services offered by the ecosystem, rather than on a specific service, b) access to the service is an important consideration, c) use needs not to be limited to purposeful (recreational) visits; visual contact through window or exposure during daily commuting may be all that is required in some cases, d) use of the services may vary according to season and climate, and e) different population groups (age, gender, ethnicity, levels of education and income) largely vary considerably in their use of the service.
- Social value mapping, a subjective way of mapping the suitability of ecosystems to offer certain services, may be used as a relatively new spatially explicit data gathering tool. Value perceptions and also more objective values may differ between population segments, e.g. between ill and healthy individuals.
- Digital experience sampling methods (including remote sensing and GPS-data) may be used as a new spatially explicit data gathering tool. Depending on the way data are gathered, this tool may also offer information on contact/use (time sampling).
The level of detail for the application of models and for the collection of data has to be context-specific and support decision making, rather than constrain it. This is an important consideration, as the resolution and detail in place-based and also many other types of data are increasing. Detail in both models and data can distract from conceiving and conveying the whole picture, and may add unnecessary complexity that counteracts needed simplification.

4.3. Environmental equity and socioeconomic health differences

Until now, the field of urban environmental equity is dominated by studies focusing on single challenges and how they relate to socioeconomic inequalities. Furthermore, research has been mainly conducted in the context of air quality, soil, and noise, as well as disaster-type natural and anthropogenic hazards, including floods, hurricanes, heat and industrial accidents. Environmental inequity more generally and in itself can already be considered undesirable. Moreover, if environmentally adverse conditions go together with socioeconomic deprivation in producing health deficits, this is even more clearly the case (Banzhaf et al., 2014). This leads to the following questions. Where does socioeconomic deprivation co-occur with environmentally adverse conditions, resulting in a low access to ecosystems offering health-related CES? To what extent are socioeconomic and sociodemographic status and environmental quality of the residential areas associated? And if they are, to what extent are socioeconomic health differences mediated by differences in this environmental quality, or to what extent the reverse is the case: environmental quality is shaped by socioeconomic and related health differences? A study by Mitchell and Popham (2008) suggests that the latter may be the case. In England, socioeconomic differences in mortality were smaller within the category of green neighbourhoods than within the category of less green neighbourhoods. More recently, Mitchell et al. (2015) observed a similar association for mental health in a pan-European study. These results are consistent with other studies suggesting that access to green space is especially important for the health and well-being of socioeconomically deprived people, as well as that of the young and the elderly. As a consequence of these associations, can socioeconomic health differences be lessened by increasing access to nature in socioeconomically deprived areas?

In order to deepen the understanding of the contribution of inequity in the provision of CES to socioeconomic health disparities, we suggest addressing the following research questions:

• To what extent are socioeconomic health disparities mediated by differences in access to CES? Could socioeconomic health disparities be reduced by reducing associated inequities in environmental conditions?
• How are environmental inequities produced, and which of the contributing factors offer policy makers the best opportunities to reduce them? And how does environmental inequality differ across population groups, i.e. according to level of education, income, age, gender, social capital, or ethnicity?
• What differences and similarities do the European cities have with cities in other regions, and what are the implications for better ensuring health benefits from CES?
• In which cases and for what reasons do other injustices and inequities compete with and even trump environmental injustices and inequities, and what does this mean for priority-setting and social choices?

4.4. Knowledge on action: Institutions, norms and policies, strategies and plans, governance and collaboration, technologies and communication, and other capabilities and prerequisites of interventions

A crucial complement to the above topical areas of research is composed of the many disciplines and applied fields of activity that directly address interventions. This area is inherently and self-evidently crucial for action to promote health and other desired ends.

The under-representation of R&D in this broad topical area has to do with e.g. the following linked problems: a) health and environmental research has been despite developments toward multi-disciplinarity traditionally focused on natural scientific aspects, grasping health and nature from biophysical (or biomedical) angles; b) this is related to a focus on technological, e.g. "pill-type" solutions (with analogies in environmental and urban engineering); c) these are coupled to a preoccupation with data and models and associated premiums on exactitude; d) especially in health research, the necessary emphasis on evidence has led to a dominance of quantification, deterministic models and statistical proof; e) there is a general narrow view of scientific explanation, prediction and experimentation based on outdated positivist ideas; f) while there are viable action-oriented traditions in intervention studies, these are constrained by the increased complexity of problems and solutions; g) even in socio-economic sciences the need for detachment of research tends to sidestep an orientation to action; h) specifically, political sciences are shunned in an attempt to retain illusions of value-free science, due to the misconception that to study politics means one is political and unscientific (this is seen e.g. in the scientific advisory bodies on health, imputing analyses out of fear of politicization).

To solve these problems, the following approaches can be suggested:

• With regard to CES and human health, the viability of many conceivable culture-based and culture-generating interventions and actions, traditional or innovative, needs to be studied.
• Needs, obstacles, and facilitating processes and associated transitions and path dependencies need to be clarified. Time scales and other key features of interventions need to be delineated. The consequences need to be assessed. Synergies and trade-offs need to be accounted for. Finally, conflicting and consensual values need to be traced. This will require new methods of policy and strategic (options) analyses, including open-ended, anticipatory and value-based approaches where answers are framed in a pluralistic and heuristic manner, building on various types of knowledge, and relaxing normative goals of definite answers.
• Communication among publics and actors and its links with perceptions and behaviours of health promotion is a research priority. A key question here is, how can people be aided to articulate their needs and capabilities and assisted to beneficial (at least no-regret) action, with particular reference to personalized medicine and culture.
• In urban settings, participatory research is needed in interventions devised and deployed based on negotiated and adaptive multi-actor (including multi-sector) governance, and embedded in existing democratic and inclusive planning and decision making procedures. The appropriate balance between top-down and bottom-up interventions, including community-based experiments in city planning, is an important topic in such participatory research, in order to successfully combine experiments with systematic follow-up, evaluation and steering for social learning.
• Particular needs and opportunities of specific groups of people among urban residents and others (including those engaged with nature on leisure), such as disadvantaged groups, should be studied; on the other hand, such groups and their interaction and collaboration as a human resource and a vehicle for social learning should be given great attention.
• The integration of market and other voluntary mechanisms and incentives with regulatory steering for interventions is a research priority, based on a broader understanding of environmental and health values and of natural and human capital.
• The interaction between knowledge generation (from research and other activities such as monitoring and follow-up), interpretation, brokering and interventions is a priority area, and should in particular address the balancing of evidence with precautionary and conjectural
“feel-good” solutions to enable adequate as well as acceptable care, and citizen science/assessment or other forms of public engagement.

5. Methodologies and R&D approaches

European Commission’s present Horizon 2020 calls with regard to NBS, specifically in the context of urban development, focus more on innovation than on research; they call for large scale applications with front runner and follower cities. In the other parts of the program more Research & Innovation (R&I) Actions are included, especially in relation to health, but these seldom explicitly and broadly address environmental (or urban) aspects and issues. Thus, the environmental health benefits of nature as areas for research and innovation presently fall through the gaps. However, the previous sections show that there are still a lot of open questions as well as promising opportunities in how to exploit the potential health benefits of an urban green infrastructure in an effective and efficient way. Whereas the previous sections have highlighted topical research questions and innovations, here we focus particularly on the methodological challenges involved.

At present, most research on the benefits of consuming CES for health and well-being is focused on access and is cross-sectional in nature (Hartig et al., 2014; Markeych et al., 2017). Longitudinal studies as well as natural experiments and laboratory studies are needed to complement these cross-sectional studies, so that the causality of the observed associations may be more firmly established.

In the health research sector there is a tradition of conducting long-term cohort studies. Whenever possible, existing longitudinal health data should be used in secondary data analyses. European research on the health effects of air pollution, e.g. the recent ESCAPE project (Beelen et al., 2014), has demonstrated the cost-effectiveness of the approach (see also Fleming et al., 2014). Since these longitudinal datasets usually do not contain data on the local supply (nor use or demand) of CES, this type of supply data has to be added. This presupposes that such data are available and indicator values are determined in a consistent way over time (backward long-term monitoring). Due to the lack of data, their replacement with proxies becomes an important option. Its success depends on the models used, and on our understanding of the system, including mechanistic information of the ecosystem as well as health and socioeconomic systems. On the health side, registry data, such as data from health insurance companies and electronic patient records will offer opportunities.

In addition, ongoing or new longitudinal health data collection efforts may be somewhat adapted to include data on the (perceived) supply and/or use/demand of CES, including quality and suitability aspects, and possible mediators (physical activity, stress, and social cohesion).

Vice versa, data collection primarily aimed at the use of CES may be extended to also include information on health aspects. In that case it is important to look not only at the use of the services of a specific ecosystem, but (also) at the use of such services over all ecosystems within the maximum distance that an individual can travel (i.e., action radius). Preferably, spatially explicit information on what service of which ecosystem is used and how often should be recorded. This will help in determining the contribution of specific ES, e.g., at the place where people live, schools they attend or places they work. At the same time an appropriate balance between specificity of data (requiring extensive research and monitoring) and its generalizability should be found. Longitudinal health data from longer-term cohorts or shorter-term panel studies would enable mechanistic analyses. For example, as potential mechanistic explanations for observed health benefits in relation to green space, reduced stress levels, and enhanced immune function are currently discussed (see e.g. Kuo, 2015). These hypotheses could be tested in cohorts with available bio-samples.

With regard to natural experiments, environmental interventions that substantially change the local supply of CES are of interest. Changes that do not considerably alter the local supply situation (from the perspective of a citizen) are unlikely to result in substantial health effects. Since such large-scale changes are unlikely to take place just for the purpose of scientific research, timing is important. Sound natural experiments should start with pre-measurements before the changes take part and include several post-measurements, preferably outlasting the environmental intervention itself by several years. Delays or changes in the execution of the intervention itself are to be expected. This requires an uncommonly flexible way of research funding: quick start-up with a rather open ending. In health research, the efficiency and risks of experiments and interventions are routinely analysed (using systematic literature review and meta-analysis methods) and the quality of evidence on them is extensively evaluated. Their advanced methods developed can also be utilized in the area of nature and health.

The mapping of CES is still in its infancy. Furthermore, predominant methodologies in the context of topics related to urban environmental quality and equity comprise the mapping of distributions of hazards and health risks (heat, flood, air pollutants (see e.g. Franck et al., 2014), and noise). These typically combine hazard occurrence with socio-economic indicators (as in vulnerability analyses), household surveys and other social science methods for analyzing perceptions and coping capacities. Also, these methodologies are mostly indicator- and indices-based or case study approaches and are limited in reflecting the complexity of urban environmental quality and equity.

Methods need to allow for both the case-based investigations of urban environmental quality and equity as well as the generation of transferable results that go beyond context-specific indicator-approaches, thus reflecting the broader picture (in space and time). Moreover, it is of key importance for researchers, planners, policy analysts, and decision makers to examine the development of information and knowledge that appear understandable and is aimed at specific target-groups, including, e.g., decision-support tools. These tasks also require studies of perceptions of (health and environmental) benefits, risks and impacts, and of the aspirations and motivations of citizens, to be qualitatively as well as quantitatively modelled. In addition, the conceptual problems, the inter linkages of the use of different CES and other urban wellbeing and health dynamics need to be addressed.

Models on the use of cultural as well as other ES may generate output that can be used in establishing and estimating health effects, especially since data on actual use are often lacking. However, the considerations discussed in the section on mapping also have implications for the suitability of the outcomes for such purposes. Additionally, models developed in the environmental research domain tend to focus on the use of specific ecosystem areas aggregated over users or visitors, sometimes including tourists. It is also important to account all the ecosystem areas that an individual visits, and aggregate the associated use and benefits. The same model might be able to generate both types of outcomes. With regard to making use of the local supply of services being offered, it should be pointed out that individuals that are faced with the same local supply situation may not respond to it in the same way, due to differences in preferences and nature-orientedness, in restrictions at the individual or household level, or a combination of both. Increasingly, modelling approaches are looking to also define user characteristics as well as environmental characteristics (Jones et al., 2016). Closer cooperation between environmental and social scientists may help to develop multifunctional models, and more unified socio-ecological theories (cf. Reis et al., 2013).

A key issue for developing models of CES use in urban environments and the associated benefits to health is the almost complete lack of the underlying data and dose-response relationships required to adequately construct the models at the moment. For an overview and critique of common conceptualization of dose-response models, see e.g. Shanahan et al. (2015b). Considerable primary data collection is still required before adequate models of uses and benefits can be created. The measurement of the primary data, i.e. doses, needs to move beyond simplistic measures that are currently used in the literature (Shanahan...
et al., 2015b). Even with recent research progresses (e.g. Shanahan et al., 2016; Cox et al., 2017, 2018), there is substantial scope for developing semi-quantitative and semi-qualitative conceptual frameworks and modelling/mapping both the potential supply of CES and the potential demand for and use of them. Pioneering work on this issue is currently on-going in Manchester, Birmingham, and Sheffield, under UK’s Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) Valuing Nature Programme in Urban Areas. On a global scale there is the Biophilic Cities Network.

The development of indicators for the suitability of ecosystems to offer certain cultural services, in addition to their accessibility, has been quite limited. Objective assessments tend to require audits, making large-scale studies involving many participants, each with their own residential environment, labour intensive, and therefore costly. However, GIS- and remote sensing data, including public participatory GIS (PP-GIS) and the use of mobile phone apps, are becoming increasingly detailed and versatile, and offer new opportunities for assessing this type of suitability at a large scale in cheaper ways. Big data, e.g., regarding the whereabouts of cell phone owners, may also offer new possibilities to gather information on actual use of ES.

Transferring lessons between and from cities in the non-European context is crucial and needs to be part of the research agenda. Many cities in Latin America, Asia, and Africa are highly unequal in terms of socio-spatial differentiation and it is worth comparing Europe’s urban problems with those of other continents where socio-spatial segregation has different reasons, trajectories, and outcomes and involves different environmental quality, health, and equity concerns. Since the topic is timely and calls for long-term solutions, the research agenda too should be long-term. It may also however benefit from a close link with experiments, demonstrations and other work on practical solutions, including especially innovative solutions for governance and social learning.

6. Conclusions

Facing increasing pressures and competition, many urban areas are increasingly proactive in developing solutions to sustainability challenges. Pursuing or starting to pursue transitions toward e.g. post-carbon or smart cities, the focus most often is on technological solutions, usually targeting single problems. Nature-based solutions can potentially be multifunctional, providing several types of benefits at the same time. One of the seven R&I Actions recommended by the expert group on nature-based solutions and re-naturing cities to be taken forward by the European Commission and Member States is that for improving well-being in urban areas (European Union, 2015). In this research agenda, environmental equity in terms of access to CES, and the role of environmental equity with regard to socioeconomic health disparities should also be included. The role of ecosystem dis-services should also be taken into account in this agenda (e.g. street-tree pollen and allergies).

Eradicating or alleviating environmental inequities poses challenges to urban planning, policy implementation, and inclusive economic development. Research on such issues is still scarce (Gelormino et al., 2015). The proposed urban environmental quality and equity research should help decision-makers at local, national and continental levels to identify problematic situations, accommodate quality and equity needs in planning efforts and to design integrated policies to tackle related problems. Furthermore, considering the direct relevance to answering several challenges and targets listed in the United Nations’ SDGs, the actions and approaches proposed in this paper are globally relevant.

We have identified the need for initiating research on the following aspects of urban environmental quality and equity:

1. Evaluating the association of CES with indicators of mental and physical health in different regions and population subgroups, and assessing the total impact.

2. Addressing CES and gains for health and wellbeing in the perspectives of increasing or mitigating equity.

3. Identifying mechanisms between health/well-being and access to/use of urban green and blue spaces, their relative importance.

4. Evaluating the ecosystem or green (and blue) infrastructure characteristics and conditions that are responsible for the health and wellbeing effects of CESs.

5. Exploring methodological innovations and big data (e.g. data gathering, indicator development, and modelling) to develop a solid knowledge base on the relationships between ecosystems or urban green infrastructure, CES, and the contribution the latter may make to environmental quality, and in that way to public health.

6. Identifying underlying causes and drivers of low environmental quality, specifically low access to CES, and large inequities in access, including global and local environmental change and related impacts, as well as governance approaches (legal rights, policy processes, goals and strategies, participation of citizens and urban stakeholders).

The potential research agenda is broad, and extends the capacities of individual research organizations. We see the need and also several opportunities for a broader research effort, encompassing various types of field study. Such opportunities can be identified based on previous research and capacity-building, on the resultantmethodological, theoretical and empirical insights, and on the greatly increased interest and activity of citizens and societies in nature-based health solutions.

The broader research effort on urban environmental quality and inequity extends over various societal challenges, including e.g. health, demographic change, and wellbeing issues, and should be further explored through a combination of calls under the Horizon 2020 program as well as the opportunities offered by other instruments from local to global levels. Overall, the proposed research agenda should adopt a broad, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary approach based on a mixture of environmental, natural, medical and social science disciplines and with a long-term temporal horizon, including both historical and future trajectories (Lang et al., 2012).
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